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eCora Product Features

Policy enforcement is built into the protocol and
cannot be bypassed

Inclusion
Works without smartphones, and
can support delegated permissions
for carers

Privacy for individuals and organisations

Security and Resilience

Governance and compliance

Users control their data, and companies can
operate private sub-domains to protect
commercially sensitive data

Hardware based security, flat
hierarchy resistant to even large
scale attacks

Interoperability

Users can send and receive money from any
other payment network

Custody

Enabling future innovation

Extensible model allows any
service to be built. Everything
(including our consensus protocol)
is a smart contract

Natively supports hierarchies and networks of
authorisations inside and outside organisations
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Governance
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Governance and Compliance
What banks are saying

Any CBDC must not be subject to
controls outside the governance of
the central bank
Any CBDC must support regulatory
requirements, such as KYC and AML
A CBDC should support monetary
policy changes, such as interest rates
Many Central Banks are independent
and autonomous with defined
controls and operating frameworks.
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eCora Solution

Support for domain ‘rules’ that are
enforced for everyone in a domain,
e.g.:
●
●
●
●

KYC requirements
Domain membership
Account attribution (e.g.
account is owned by a bank)
Wallet limits

Hierarchical accounts structure
allows domain controller to specify
roles such as wallet issuer, or KYC
provider, and for banks etc. to set
additional rules for customers
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Governance

Adds attributions to
service providers
Sets rules for everyone

Central Bank

Governance is based on rules and
attributions
Attributions are validated properties
linked to an account, such as whether
they have passed KYC, are a domain
member or have specific privileges (e.g.
wallet issuer, bank, KYC provider)

Adds rules and
attributions for
customers
Retail bank

Retail bank

Fintech Startup

Rules are discrete logical checks that
must be passed for every transaction
submitted

Inherits rules and
attributions

eCora

Customer

Customer

Customer
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Governance Example
A simplified, worked example is
given

Central Bank
Attributions
Domain
Controller

Domain Rules:
All domain members have KYC/B
All records have 0.001 fee
Wallet balance must be under £3k

This end user would inherit all
rules:
●
Must have KYC
●
Must pay domain
£0.001
●
Wallet balance must be
under £3000
●
Must pay bank £0.02
●
Wallet balance must be
under £1000
●
£10 transaction limit

Retail bank
Attributions
Bank

Extra Bank Rules:
All customers pay 0.02 fee to bank

Wallet issuer

Wallet balance must be under £1k

KYB passed

End User
Attributions
Certified wallet

Extra User Rules:
£10 tx limit

£100 offline guarantee
KYC passed
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Privacy
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Privacy
What banks are saying

There should be a balance between
privacy and accountability:
●

●

Authorities should be able to
trace users if required (e.g. for
law enforcement)
User activity should be private

[This balance will be different
between countries]

eCora

eCora Solution

●

Private wallets

●

Data sharing controls

●

Encrypted data

●

Private domains

●

Additional measures
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Privacy: Private wallets

Private wallets prevent transactions on a public ledger from being linked to specific individuals. Whilst no single party
knows the identity of a wallet owner, authorities can contact multiple issuers with a warrant to trace the identity.

Regular Wallet

Privacy Wallet

Only the issuer knows the identity

No single entity knows the identity

Bank checks
user

Regular wallet

A user first applies to a wallet
issuer and goes through KYC to
receive a regular wallet

eCora

Bank checks
existing wallet

Privacy wallet

The user then uses the regular
wallet to prove they have KYC
without revealing their identity, and
receive a privacy wallet
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Privacy: Data sharing controls
Example Attribution Record
●

Any users on the network can attribute
another user (with that user’s consent)

●

This is primarily aimed at institutions (such
as government agencies, KYC providers)

Name: John Smith

●

A record can contain multiple pieces of
information

Address: 10 High St, AA10
3BC

●

Each piece of information is individually
encrypted, so a user can pick precisely
which information to share

Categories: A, B, M

Attribution Record
Source: DVLA
Target: <user account>

Over 18: True
This is a simplified example of a DVLA record. A user could reveal
all of this (e.g. to a car rental company), or just reveal the over 18
attestation to verify their age (e.g. to pay for alcohol)
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Supporting Innovation
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Supporting innovation
What banks are saying

Should unlock new innovations in
financial services
Drive an ecosystem in next gen
fintech services

eCora Solution

Governance domains means that
compliance can be enforced,
allowing lighter regulation for
startups
Support for rules and smart
contracts, plus an open, flat
network means new financial
services and products can be
launched with much less effort and
expense than currently possible
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Supporting innovation
How does eCora support innovation?
●

Guaranteed compliance - domain rules cannot be bypassed

●

Low or no cost infrastructure - new startups can run on the public infrastructure

●

Plug and play component services to allow ‘Lego set’ style of creating new financial services
and products

All of this means that, in the same way that cloud services revolutionised the development and
delivery of software, a CBDC based on eCora would accelerate innovation in financial services by
making it quicker and cheaper to launch
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Innovation example 1
Startup wants to launch a new payments wallet that does automatic savings by rounding up transactions, something
similar to FinTech unicorns Acorns or Chime. All they would need would be a Wallet Issuer attribution.
●

They can partner with an attributed KYC provider, and since attributions are on chain there is no need for this to
be audited

●

They are not holding any money on behalf of clients, so there does not need to be a requirement for large
amounts of capital reserves

●

Because it is a standard CBDC, PoS terminals already accept it

●

Because eCora supports a interoperability via intermediaries, customers can send payments to other networks
too using an intermediary of their choice
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Innovation example 2

A company wants to launch a product that provides automatic payment protection insurance for large purchases
(customers pay a small fee on every payment over £100 and in return receive coverage). With a CBDC:
●

No need to go through the existing card issuers or launch their own card

●

Can offer the service as an opt-in directly to customers via a services marketplace (FCA ‘appstore’)

●

No need to implement large backend infrastructure - data is all available on-chain
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Interoperability
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Interoperability
What banks are saying

CBDCs should work with CBDCs from
other countries
CBDCs should work seamlessly with
other payments systems
It might be desirable to run a single
CBDC on multiple technologies

eCora Solution

Integration with any existing
system possible via attributed
intermediaries.
Integration with next gen systems
via atomic swap techniques such
as HTLC
Support for existing standards
such as ISO20022
Any other system based on eCora
works out of the box

eCora
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Interoperability
Existing Systems

Emerging Systems

Examples:

Examples:

Interoperability with any system can be supported via
an open ecosystem of intermediaries, with a presence
on both the CBDC and legacy networks.

Interoperability with new systems can be supported
using native protocols using smart contracts.

Intermediaries act as a broker, exchanging public
CBDC money and private money. These
intermediaries could be regulated in the same way as
existing forex brokers.

eCora

Rather than rely on a trusted, regulated intermediary,
exchanges can rely on mathematical proofs and can
be performed directly P2P. One current example of this
is Hash Time Locked Contracts that support 0x based
decentralised exchanges
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Custody
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Custody
What banks are saying

Customers and companies pay others
to manage and secure their finances
and assets
Banks and payment services providers
outsource a lot of their operational work
to third party suppliers

eCora Solution

Simplify complex chains of custody
Rule groups to simplify
management
Attribution and revocation of trust

Managing who has the correct
permissions is a significant cost
overhead

eCora
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Custody: How it works
Banks and other large institutions typically outsource a large amount of their work
Any service that they offer will likely be fulfilled by a network of people and companies. eCora
supports this via:
●

Custody chains including multiple inheritance, to simplify the creation and management of
teams and departments

●

Rules inheritance and rule groups, to easily manage policies for particular users

●

Attribution and revocation, allowing people to attest certain properties about an account, and
revoke that if the situation changes

eCora
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Custody example: service outsourcing
1.

A bank wants to use a business process outsourcers
to run part of their operations

2.

The outsourcer may in turn sub-contract further to
specialised providers

3.

Users in this team need to be accredited by both the
bank, and by the outsourcers. If they wanted to use
the existing digital certificate scheme, the only way to
achieve this would be to create a new, combined root
CA and issue user certificates using that. This would
entail a large amount of organisational complexity. It
would also be complicated to track all of the people
who had been issued with this certificate

4.

In contrast, on eCora, any account can be accredited
by multiple parents. This means that both parties can
✓
see (and control) who has access, and can update
rules quickly and simply via existing processes

eCora

Bank

Outsourcer

✓
✓

✓

Call agent

Outsourced
Team Manager

✓

Call center
provider

✓

Call agent

✓

Fraud
analyst

Fraud
analysis
provider

✓

Fraud
analyst
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Financial Inclusion
What banks are saying

Opportunity to help the unbanked
and underbanked
Should not exclude anyone (e.g.
disabled, people without
smartphones/less technologically
literate)

eCora Solution

Multiple wallet types from highly
regulated wallet down to tourist
wallet
No bank account required
Works without smartphones via
smartcards

Should work in areas with limited or
intermittent internet connectivity
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Financial Inclusion
Any move to even partially replace cash must ensure that no-one in society is excluded or disadvantaged.
Specific policies such as lower wallet limits or
different KYC requirements can be applied to handle
atypical users like tourists
Offline payments support for areas with limited
connectivity (via confidential computing on
smartphones or secure smartcard)
User defined rules to allow specific controls for
vulnerable users (e.g. a gambling addict could set a
rule that prevents them spending on gambling sites)

Smartcards for those without a mobile phone
Transactions can be set up with or without
passwords (e.g. using biometrics only on
smartphone)

Person to person without smartphones
(smartcard to smartcard) is not possible
due to power requirements.

Ability to delegate access to carers or specialised
services, with specific rules on what can be done with
the money (e.g. a carer could spend up to £50 per
week and only at supermarkets)
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Financial Inclusion: Wallet types
Name

Type

Day Limit

Max Value

Issuer

Topup

Authorisation

KYC

Bearer

card

50

100

PSP

Any

None

None

Kids

card

100

200

PSP

Parent App

Fingerprint

Parent

Tourist

card

500

1000

PSP

EMV Card

Fingerprint

EMV Card

Tourist

app

1000

2000

PSP

EMV Card

App biometrics

EMV Card

Private

app

5000

10000

PSP/Bank

App

App biometrics

KYC, AML

Merchant

app

unlimited

unlimited

PSP/Bank

App

App biometrics

KYB, AML

Business

app

unlimited

unlimited

Bank

App

Multi signatures

KYB, AML

All wallets can do person to person, person to company transfers, and custody
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Security and resilience
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Technical security and resilience
What banks are saying

Able to resist state level attacks
High resilience with no single point of
failure
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eCora Solution

All accounts and wallets can have
multiple signed attributes to prove
certain properties of a user

Follows cybersecurity best practices

Hardware based, passwordless
security on commodity hardware

Resistant to social engineering
attacks

Run by multiple providers, none of
whom have enhanced privileges

Must support 24/7 and offline
payments

Attribution model gives confidence
about identity of counterparties, and
denies access to attackers
eva@eCoraDLT.com

Security: Attributions

Because all wallets and accounts are attributed, it is possible to know with confidence
who you are sending money to. Compare this with Open Banking (sort code/account
number/name check only), EMV (trust that the website/shop is legitimate)
With attributions, you could see the name, address, phone number and even a photo of
who you are paying. Recent scams like emails telling people that their
lawyer/builder/plumber wants them to pay money into a different account would no
longer be so easy
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Security: Hardware based, passwordless protection
Everything in eCora must be authorised by the secure element of a cpu whether in a
smartcard, a phone or a server
All encryption keys are managed within the confidential computing zone of a chip; users
only need to authorise themselves to the device (e.g. via biometrics)
For smartcard users, possession of the card (or with a PIN number for extra security)
No need to remember any passwords
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Security: Access controls

Attributions and rules allow granular control over access to all or parts of the system:
●

Rules can be applied at any level to limit access to all or parts of a domain.

●

Only accounts with the required, cryptographically signed attributions will be granted
access to a domain or subdomain

●

Rules are all defined on chain, so it is not possible to subvert them without
consensus
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